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 The instantaneous velocity and vorticity fields show the 

flapping motion of the wake and the coherent vortex shedding process. The tonal peaks are clearly audible and 

correspond to the vortex shedding frequency. The PSD of the flow fluctuations and acoustic spectra did not indicate 

a secondary mode of shedding in case of turbulent boundary layer.  The Strouhal numbers of the vortex shedding 

are found to be close to that of a bluff body in a flow. Causality correlation between pressure fluctuations in the far

field and the near field fluctuations indicates that the vertical velocity in the wake of the model is highly correlated 

with the far field pressure fluctuations.  This study provides an example of the potential of the causality correlation 

technique in identifying flow structures/regions highly correlated with noise in case of complex high lift devices, 

making it possible to design flaps with lower acoustic emissions.
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Fig 1: Mean flow field in the presence of a Gurney flap (reproduced from 
Liebeck, 1978) 
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Fig 2:  Gurney flap models  Fig 3: Photograph of the experimental set-up 
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Fig 4:  Schematic for simultaneous measurements 
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PIV parameters Boundary layer measurement Simultaneous  

flow/acoustic measurement 

Field of View (FOV) 40  40  mm
2
 50  50 mm

2
 each camera 

Optical magnification (M) 0.4 0.21 

Focal length (f) 180  mm 105 mm in both cameras 

Numerical aperture (f#)  5.6 2.8 in both cameras 

PIV acquisition frequency (fs) 50 Hz 5 kHz (U  = 20 m/s),  

8 kHz (U  = 30 m/s) 

Number of images (N) 2700 10,000 

Digital image resolution 25 px/mm 10 px/mm 

Interrogation window size 1.5   1.5 mm 0.625  0.625 mm 

Interrogation window size in pixels 16  16 px 16  16 px 

   
Table 1: PIV recording parameters for time resolved simultaneous and statistical boundary layer 

measurements 

Fig 6: Boundary layer profile (at x/c=0.97) and statistical properties of the boundary layer for GF4-AOA4-V30 
case 
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Fig 7:  Flow statistics for GF6-AOA8-  (top right) rms (bottom left) rms (bottom right) at  
Rec =4 10
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Gerrad’s (1966) widely accepted postulate for the mechanism of vortices shed behind bluff 
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Fig 9:   Frequency peak of PIV at location A, B and C compared with microphone for the GF6-AOA8-V30 case 
(left), location of points A, B and C, where the power spectra are extracted (right) 
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Fig 10: Maximum value of  for different cases  (top left: reference case, top right: GF% decrease; top left, 

bottom left: Re ) 
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the ‘actual source’ based on the maximum values of 

concluding that higher values of correlation represent the ‘true source of sound’ since there can 

be significant correlation in structures downstream of the upstream ‘source of sound’.  Therefore 

not necessary mean they are the ‘sources’, but they 

value of correlation between the two signals is taken as the ‘starting point’ of the two 

Fig 11: Contour plot of  for different  (GF6-AOA8-V30 case) 
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Fig 12:  Contour plots of magnitude square coherence at shedding frequency (left) 

and the corresponding phase difference plot (right) 
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